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Abstract—Camera shake is a well-known source of degra-
dation in digital images, as it introduces motion blur. Taking
satisfactory photos under dim lighting conditions or using a hand-
held camera is challenging. Same problems arise when camera
is connected to mechanical equipments, that transfer vibrations
to the camera itself. Since decades, many different theories and
algorithms have been proposed with the aim of retrieving latent
images from blurry inputs; most of them work quite well, but
very often incur in large execution times. There are cases in which
images have to be analyzed looking for features to be extracted;
in this cases, it may be useful to consider deblurring as a pre-
processing stage, that should not affect the performances of the
whole image processing architecture, in terms of throughput.
In this paper, an extensive survey of the deblurring algorithms
that have been developed during the last 40 years is provided. Aim
of this paper is to highlight software approaches that are able to
quickly process input images and obtain good quality outcomes,
analyzing the possibility of an hardware implementation to meet
real-time requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, computer vision is one of the most evolving
areas of Information Technology (IT). Image processing is
increasingly used in several application fields, such as medical
[1], [2], aerospace [3], or automotive [4].
In every computer vision application, one or several images
are taken from a camera, and processed, in order to extract
information, used, for instance, for features identification [5],
edge detection [6], or image registration [3].
However, there are cases in which it is not possible to rely
on images’ quality, as they may be affected by noise [7] or
motion blur [8].
Restoring a blurry image has long been a challenging problem
in digital imaging. It has been studied in depth from several
points of view; a simple and quick research over the literature
reveals that many studies have been done on this argument
and hundreds of papers have been written during the last four
decades (for instance [9], [10], [11]).
Several studies have focused on the task of recovering a latent
image starting from an input blurry one (as in [12]).
Very often, authors have modeled the task as a two dimensional
deconvolution process [13]. This simplification holds on when
the blur is considered spatially invariant (or shift-invariant),
meaning that every point in the original image spreads out the
same way in forming the blurry image [14].
In fact, in this case, the blurry image is the result of the 2-D
convolution of the real scene image with the blur kernel, also
known as Point Spread Function (PSF) [15].
However, even in this simplistic case, to accomplish the
deblurring task it is necessary to deal with 2-D deconvolution,
that is well known to be an ill-conditioned and heavy task
[16]. As 2-D convolution cannot be directly inverted (unless
some restrictive hypothesis are verified [17]), it is necessary to
perform complex mathematical operations to retrieve the real
image hidden behind the blurry input [18].
For this reason, deblur algorithms are usually unable to achieve
real-time performances, above all when high quality recovered
outcomes are expected; this chance is common, because other
subsequent algorithms after deblurring may succeed to extract
information they need only from very sharp and detailed
images [19].
When dealing with deblurring techniques, it must be taken into
account that several kinds of agents can influence the process
of taking and storing a photo. Very often, the blurring effect
given by the atmosphere, rapid zooming or by aberrations on
camera lenses can not be discarded if high-quality results are
expected from the restoration process [20].
Photographical defocusing is another common type of blurring,
known as out-of-focus blur, mainly due to the finite size of
camera aperture [16].
In addition, camera shake is a common source of degradation
in photographs [21]. It is well known how a picture can be
severely degraded even by small movements of the camera,
accentuated when the scene is poorly lighted and so a greater
exposure time is required. In many situations there is simply
not enough light to avoid using a long shutter speed, and so
the result is inevitably blurry and disappointing [12] (as in Fig.
1).
Restoring blurred pictures is a challenging, and often severely
underconstrained, problem, especially when both the blur
kernel and the sharp image are unknown [21]. Curiously, it
seems that researches in this field have always been more
attracted by developing software solutions to the problem of
deblurring (also proposing interesting but slow solutions as in
[22]) rather than present ideas related to possible hardware
implementations.
In fact, even if a deblurring approach aimed at successive
hardware accelerations may reach real-time performances, still
providing good quality outcomes, only few works have been
proposed about this topic.
Aim of this paper is to analyze the current state-of-the-art pro-
viding a comprehensive survey on it, and highlight a software
approach suitable for a successive hardware optimization, to
(a) Original image (b) Blurry image
Figure 1: Example of the blur effect
be employed when real-time performances are needed.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a
comprehensive overview about existing deblurring approaches,
Section III compares performances of selected algorithms, and
Section IV summarizes the contributions and possible future
works.
II. DEBLURRING ALGORITHMS OVERVIEW
Some of the most important contributions and solutions to
the problem of developing algorithms to recover latent images
from blurry input ones are here listed.
The task of recovering the original image from an observed
blurry one can be described by a two-dimensional image
deconvolution problem. A commonly used notation is [13]:
f = g ∗ p+ n (1)
where ∗ is the discrete 2-D convolution operator, g is the
original image to recover (i.e., the one that would have been
observed if no blur or noise occurred), f is the observed blurry
and noisy image, p is the blur kernel (or PSF), and n is the
noise affecting the image. It is common to model n as a White
Gaussian noise, uncorrelated with the image g, although this
consideration does not always hold [16].
In this paper, noise is not taken into consideration, knowing
that in literature there have been proposed many different
denoising algorithms (an interested reader may refer to [23],
[24], [25]) and real-time denoising hardware architectures [7].
Depending on the availability of some previous knowledges ac-
quired about p (that can also be obtainable from other sources,
like from camera motion estimation), there are two categories
of image deconvolution problems. If the blur kernel is given
as a prior information, or it is somehow obtainable, recovering
the original image becomes a non-blind deconvolution problem
[26].
Non blind deconvolution requires the usage of some deconvo-
lution operators, since convolution is (under certain assump-
tions) an invertible operation. However, it is widely known that
deconvolution is an ill-conditioned inverse problem, as also
tiny perturbations of the inputs may cause the direct solution
from (1) being heavily distorted [27].
One of the very first works on this topic is presented in [28],
where an iterative procedure is used for recovering a latent
image that has been blurred by a known point spread function.
Instead, if the blur kernel is unknown, reversing the effects of
the convolution operator is a very challenging ill-conditioned
inverse problem. In this case, the task is not only very sensitive
to image noise, but it is also severely under-constrained,
because the informations needed to estimate the blur kernel
should be extracted from the blurred image itself. This issue
is known as the problem of blind deconvolution [29].
Removing motion blur from images is a typical blind deconvo-
lution problem [30], as the relative motion between the camera
and the scene varies, and it is generally unknown. Instead, the
task of removing blur induced by camera lens deformations
could be expressed as a non-blind deconvolution problem,
as informations about the blur kernel can be derived from
previous knowledge about the technical characteristics of the
lens and the camera.
The algorithm presented in [28] represents the basics for other
successive works (e.g., [31], [32]). Its software implementa-
tions have been included as two built-in functions, named de-
convlucy and deconvblind, in the Matlab tool [33]. Deconvlucy
is an optimized implementation of the non-blind deconvolution
algorithm proposed by Lucy, while deconvblind also includes
an iterative kernel refinement process, implementing a simple
deblurring algorithm that only need an initial estimation of the
PSF (instead of its exact value).
On the other hand, some researchers have rised doubts about
the model expressed by (1), arguing that it is inadequate to
address all the components of a natural (i.e., not artificially
induced) blur effect, and so it would lead to unacceptable errors
and artefacts in the restored image.
In particular, the aforementioned model is accurate only if a
shift-invariant motion blur is considered [34]. This exemplifi-
cation holds where there is no significant parallax, any image-
plane rotation of the camera is small and no parts of the scene
are moving relative to one another during the exposure [35].
In order to address these issues, several more complex models
have been discussed in literature. For example, in [9] authors
deal with a different geometric model of the blur process that
is expressed in terms of the rotational velocity of the camera
during exposure. Authors state that even small rotations (less
than a degree) of the camera may severely affect the task of
taking a photo, causing large and non-uniform blur. For this
reason, they propose a kernel estimation algorithm that does
not rely on the assumption of blur effect uniformity.
Although considering non-uniform blur models may produce
better results, this assumption introduces very complex oper-
ations, thus leading to performances that are very far from
real-time requirements.
Another, totally different, approach to deblurring consists of
formulating the blind deconvolution task as a joint minimiza-
tion problem on both the blur kernel and the latent image.
Algorithms that work on this direction aim at minimizing an
energy cost function (e.g., the quadratic error between the
latent image and the blurred input one) to produce a deblurred
outcome; moreover, they intensively use regularization factors,
to introduce additional information in order to reduce the ill-
posedness of the problem [36] [37]. Among these methods,
Total Variation (TV) norm and other derived methods have
been applied to solve the blind deblurring problem (e.g., [38]).
TV regularization was introduced in [39]. This approach has
represented a huge stride in the field of deblurring single
images. In fact, algorithms based on it (e.g., [12] [40]) can
produce particular good outcomes, almost regardless the type
of blur considered (i.e., they can recover high quality images
from input ones ruined by motion blur or out-of-focus blur. . . ).
In particular, it is possible to achieve impressive results when
these approaches are used to remove modest motion blurring
from images without rich textures. On the other hand, it seems
that today recover high-quality latent images is still impossible
if the blur kernel is big (e.g., greater than one hundred pixels).
In this direction goes the approach described in [41], where
authors propose to solve TV deconvolution problems by using
the Alternating Direction Method (ADM). This approach can
be applied to both single- and multi-channel images with either
Gaussian or impulsive noise.
Despite the high quality of the outcomes, solving the optimiza-
tion problem requires heavy computational cost on both the
kernel and the image. For example, typical implementations
of the minimization approach require up to eight minutes. For
these reasons, the minimization approach cannot be slavishly
pursued when a rapid and low-consuming approach to deblur
images is needed.
Moreover, this class of approaches may results very expensive
also from memory consumption point of view.
The motivation for regularizing with the TV L1 norm is that it
is extremely effective for recovering edges of images, usually
assuring very sharp outcomes.
From the development of the TV-norm optimization tech-
niques, researchers have started analyzing more complex al-
gorithms, taking into considerations typical characteristics of
real word images. For example, natural images are intrinsically
sparse in gradient domain. Authors in [42] state that since
the contents of real-world images can vary significantly across
different frames or different patches in the same image, they
propose to learn various sets of bases from a precollected
dataset of sample image patches. Then, for a given patch to
be processed, adapt one set of bases to characterize the local
sparse domain.
On the other hand, while working on sparse images and
discontinuous blur, motion-basded blur or Gaussian blur (i.e.,
PSFs that does not show very sharp edges), the convergence
rate of the regularization process is much slower (this has
been highlighted by the experiments we have realized on this
approach, and reported in the next Section).
The minimization approach is not suitable when real-time
image processing is needed; the only possible solution is to
use the model represented by (1) and accept the necessary
simplifications it poses.
However, the necessity of simplification typically comes with
some drawbacks. As reported in [26], in fact, deconvolved im-
age usually contains unpleasant deconvolution visual artifacts
(e.g., ringing artifacts) due to the ill-posedness of the restora-
tion problem. Such disturbs, preventing the production of a
high-quality outcome, are also known as Gibbs phenomena,
and may be caused by problems related with zero and near-
zero values in frequencies responses of blur kernels. “Kernels
are often band-limited with a sharp frequency cut off; so, there
will be zero (or near-zero) values in its frequency response.
At those frequencies, the direct inverse of the kernel usually
has a very large magnitude, causing excessive amplification of
signal” [26]. Blur near edges produce, when amplified, ringing
artifacts, because periodic overshoots and undershoots around
the edge are introduced, which decay spatially away from the
edge itself.
Ringing artifacts affect many of the already existing ap-
proaches to recover latent images based on deconvolution op-
erations. As high frequency image components and details that
have been destroyed in the blur process cannot be recovered
by any algorithm, we have focused our efforts on analyzing
the current literature looking for both non-blind and blind
deblurring algorithms that can ensure the fulfillment of real-
time requirements and the production of sharp and high-quality
outcomes, with no ringings or unpleasant effects (that may
prevent subsequent processing algorithm to succeed in their
tasks).
Literature works can be grouped according to some common
characteristics, like the usage of complex operations (that may
not be resolved in real-time) and the number of input images
required. In particular, this last feature is used to discriminate
algorithms working on single images from ones that need
several input images of the same subject to produce a high
quality outcome.
Classical approaches to blind deblurring usually work by
acquiring a single input image and trying to deblur it. In this
case, prior assumptions have to be done, in order to reduce
the number of unknowns that the approach have to calculate.
Early works on this topic usually model the blur kernel using
simple shapes and priors, as in [43].
Similar assumptions are very common in literature, because
they ease the process of recovering latent images. On the other
hand, these exemplifications may lead to poor results when
applied to natural images, since distribution of gradients in
natural scenes rarely follow precise parametric form [44].
Linear motion blur kernel model used in many works is
very often overly simplified for true motion blurring [37]. To
consider more complex motion blurring models, during the
last years several multi-image based approaches have been
proposed, aiming at obtaining information about the blur kernel
by analysing multiple images of the same scene [45], [46].
Although these approaches have the advantage of discarding
too simplistic (and often unrealistic) assumptions, they cannot
be applied when it is necessary to work on single input images.
Moreover, they sometimes require the usage of more than one
camera, or to develop hardware solutions to contemporane-
ously take more than one picture of a scene.
[47] presents a hybrid camera system equipped with two imag-
ing sensors. It can simultaneously captures high-resolution
video together with a low-resolution video that has denser
temporal sampling. Frames captured with higher temporal
frequency are more resistance to blur, since the smaller camera
occlusion time is, the fewer relative movements between cam-
era and scene are. Using the different information retrievable
at the same moment from the two sensors, this method aims
at deblurring the frames in the high resolution video and
at contemporaneously estimating new high-resolution video
frames, producing a high-quality video with a higher temporal
sampling density.
Although authors state that it is possible to achieve good results
with their deblurring approach, it requires the usage of the
hybrid camera they developed, and this is not always feasible.
Similarly, in [48], authors propose to insert a patterned oc-
cluder within the aperture of the camera lens, creating a coded
aperture, using a criterion for depth discriminability. Using
a statistical model of images, authors state their method can
recover both depth information and an all-focus image from
single photographs taken with the modified camera.
An interesting single-image deblurring approach, based on
Hyper-Laplacian priors, is presented in [44]. Theoretical basis
behind this method rely on the fact that typical gradients
distributions in natural scene images have been proven to be
well modelled by a Hyper-Laplacian distribution.
Authors present a minimization scheme that splits the problem
into two separated sub-problems, to quickly solve the decon-
volution task in the frequency domain. Both the two phases
aim at minimizing a cost function to retrieve the most probable
latent image.
The first sub-problem is separable among pixels. Authors
propose an algorithm to quickly solve the first sub-problem
by using a large Lookup Table (LUT) in which are stored pre-
computed data that allows solving in a fast but approximate
way (through simple linear interpolation) the minimization
problem.
The second sub-problem is represented by a quadratic min-
imization problem. When circular boundary conditions are
supposed, this can be easily translated in the frequency domain.
Actually, this assumption does not always hold for real scene
images, and may cause boundary artefacts to appear in the
recovered image; on the other hand, input images can be
enlarged and padded creating new borders, and so these effects
can be easily neglected [26].
III. PERFORMANCES COMPARISONS
Previous Section has highlighted how a deblurring algo-
rithm that works well in different circumstances is yet to be
found. Some algorithms are fast but not robust, and so may be
applied only on special classes of images, or when the exact
PSF is known; others are very precise and obtain excellent
results most of the times, but are impracticably slow and may
require human interactions for large tuning phases.
To demonstrate this assertion with experimental results, we
have developed a test environment in which, given a sharp
640x480 pixels grayscale images as input, a corresponding
blurry one is obtained by using 2-D convolution (as in (1))
with a motion kernel. The test environment is based on Matlab
R2012b, running on Windows 7 x64 on a Notebook PC
equipped with an Intel Core i5-2450M @2.50GHz CPU and
8 GB of RAM.
Blur kernel is obtained by a filtering operation (implemented
within the Matlab built-in command fspecial) that approxi-
mates a camera linearly moving on a straight line (31 pixels
long with an angle with the horizontal axis of 11 degrees).
The test environment then invokes a deblurring function,
giving the blurry image and the kernel matrix as inputs (for
the algorithms that requires the PSF, also). It waits for the
recovered image, and profiles the elapsed execution time of
the deblurring algorithm. At the end, it computes the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) between the restored image and the sharp initial
image, to provide quantitative metrics of comparisons among
algorithms.
For a given original image O and the correspondent latent
image L, both of size M · N pixels, RMSE and PSNR are
computed as:
RMSE(L,O) =
√∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1(Lij −Oij)2
M ·N , (2)
PSNR(L,O) = 10 log10
(
M ·N∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1(Lij −Oij)2
)
. (3)
The deblurring function is every time different, but all the
functions have been uniformed to share the same interface and
provide the restored image at the same way. All the algorithms
have been optimized and tuned at the best of our efforts. Table I
summarizes average results for the tested algorithms among
1,000 different VGA inputs, where * indicates that sometimes
ringing artifacts appear in the retrieved image (they should
disappear using information from coded camera architecture
proposed by authors), ** refers to the Matlab implementation,
that cause many unpleasant ringing artifacts in the outcomes,
and *** refers to the Numipad implementation1.
Table I: Results of the experiments
Algorithm Avg El. Time (s) Avg RMSE Avg PSNR Notes
[44] 0.830161 0.0652 23.7111
[48] 0.963790 0.1176 18.5905 *
Deconvlucy 1.368123 0.0531 25.4981 **
[40] 1.873266 0.0708 22.9963 ***
Deconvblind 4.868641 0.0534 25.4492 **
[41] 25.61191 0.1186 18.5205
[42] 150.2101 0.0257 31.7895
As discussed previously, TV norm-based algorithms [41] en-
sure the best results, in terms of RMSE and PSNR, but are not
suitable for real-time applications, requiring a huge amount of
time for their execution.
Similar considerations can be done on algorithms using other
adaptive regularizations [42].
Deconvlucy, Deconvblind, and [40] still provide good quality
outcomes, while drastically reducing the execution time, how-
ever still far from achieving real-time perfomances. In addition,
approaches based on [28] (as deconvlucy and deconvblind)
cause unpleasant artifacts, that may prevent subsequent algo-
rithms of feature extractions, or edge detection, from obtaining
the information they need.
On the other hand, approaches based on simpler operations
[44] [48] obtain very fast, still acceptable results. Their ex-
ecution times are below the second, while providing RMSE
and PSNR values comparable to the other methods. However,
[48] can be successful applied only when cameras with coded
occlusure are available. It is worth noting that tests for this
algorithm have been performed without the coded occlusure.
It is expected that RMSE and PSNR values will improve by
using the camera suggested by the authors, while the execution
time remains constant.
Nonetheless, this approach is outperformed (in terms of exe-
cution time) by the approach proposed in [44] that seems the
best compromise achievable between performances and quality
of the outcomes. Moreover, it only uses simple operation
in the frequency domain, and so it is a good candidate to
be implemented in hardware, in order to achieve real-time
1http://numipad.sf.net
(a) Original image (b) Blurry input image
(c) Image restored using [42] (d) Image restored using [44]
Figure 2: Recovered images using [42] and [44]
performances.
Fig. 2 shows an example of blurry image restored using [44],
the fastest algorithm, and [42], which provides the best results,
in terms of quality.
From Fig. 2d and Fig. 2c it can be noted that the fast algorithm
proposed in [44] provides acceptable results, if compared to
the ones provided by [42], that incurs in a huge execution
time.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a short, but comprehensive, overview
about deblurring algorithms. The problem of retrieving latent
images from single blurry inputs is of relevance in many
scientific fields, ranging from medicine to spatial exploration.
More generally, deblur may be of importance in all the
computer vision applications.
This paper highlights how, even if deblur is studied since 40
years and a lot of works have been produced on this topic (and
hundreds of algorithms have been discussed and patented), a
definitive solution is yet to be found, above all when real-
time performances are required and high quality outcomes are
expected.
After several tests and considerations, this paper proposes
the deblurring approach based on Hyper-Laplacian priors that
is presented in [44] as a good solution for non-blind image
deblurring, as it is a fast and itherative algorithm capable
of producing high-quality outcomes. Moreover, this approach
relies on simple operation in the Fourier domain, and iterative
loop may be easily unrolled, so that this algorithm is suitable
for an hardware implementation. Hardware accelerationon
applied to this algorithm can surely ad to achieve real-time
performances.
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